
Feature Animated Film
Dramatic journey of two siblings, Kyona and her brother Adriel, who are running away,  

because they are  being pursued by an unspecified Eastern European country.

Florence Miailhe



A story about the neverending effort to find a 
new home, where we can find a better life. 

An effort for which we are willing to risk our  
lives. On this journey of hope people overcome 
various perils and experience the most terrible 
of situations. 

They are fueled by the awareness of who they 
really are, what they are running from and what 
they are hopeful of. 

In the end an experience like that becomes a 
story worth telling again and again.



said  
Eleanor Coleman

the head of animation and new media acquisitions at Indie Sales

“This exceptional film is the perfect illustration of the power of great art to impact an audience’s perspective  
on a very important worldwide crisis  

– the plight of migrant children who are left to fend for themselves – 
a situation which is increasingly dire,” 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfZkdeoK6OE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfZkdeoK6OE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfZkdeoK6OE
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La Traversée

The Crossing
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Animated glass painting
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Florence Miailhe  *1956

Florence Miailhe ranks among the key personages of animated film. With her films 
Hamman, Sheherezade and Le conte de quartier she helped develop the „expressive“ 
technique of animation by painting on glass, in which she belongs among the most 
influential artists. 

French painter and animation film director, multi awarded including by a César in 
2002 and selected and awarded at Cannes in 2006, is working on her first  
long-feature animation movie The Crossing in Toulouse first where these pictures has 
been shot this week.

EN
---

-> Hammam — award finalist César and  Cartoons d´Or (1991) 

Schéhérazade — Golden Cartoon (1995) 

Histoire d‘un prince devenu borgne et mendiant (1996) 

Au premier dimanche d‘août — César Award (2000) 

Les oiseaux blancs les oiseaux noirs (2002)

Conte de quartier — Special Mention Festival Cannes (2006) 

Matières à rêver (2008) 

Méandres (2013) 



Marie Desplechin  *1959

Marie Desplechin is a French writer. Before becoming a writer, she 
studied literature and journalism. She is also the author of several 

children‘s novels and collections of short stories. Sans Moi, her first 
novel, has been a great success in France, where it has sold over 

120,000 copies. 

For her book La vie sauve, she won the Prix Médicis in 2005.

Schéhérazade (1995) 

Parallel Worlds — d. Petr Václav (2001) 

Armenia — d. Robert Guédiguian (2006)

Conte de quartier (2006)

Without Me — d. Olivier Panchot (2007) 



This film owes its existence to my longing to tell the story of my own family, my grandparents 
having come to France with their children in the early 1990s. Their fate enabled me and my 
scriptwriter Marie Desplechin to voice the subject of immigration, which is again becoming the 
focus of world attention.

Our memories and indeed our lives often originate in the painful stories of immigrants who 
had once arrived in our country. We would like to present them in a feature length animated 
film that would expressively capture the nature of such experience. The result would be based 
not only on the memories of our direct ancestors, but also on collective memory, people’s dre-
ams, historical tales and old legends.

„The Crossing“ project deals with our eternal efforts – risking lives while searching for a new 
home which would enable us to lead a better life. On this journey following hope people over-
come various dangerous and impossible situations. They are driven by the knowledge of their 
own real identity, of what they are running from and of what they hope for. In the end such 
experiences become a story worthy of being told again and again.

Marie and me collected a number of immigration stories we heard of or read. I was always 
fascinated by how closely they especially resemble legends full of incredible twists of fate, 
whether they were supposed to have happened in the olden days or are relatively contempo-
rary. These epic journeys are full of strokes of extremely bad and extremely brilliant luck, of 
unlikely meetings, and incredible characters put in charged situations. It is all worthy of our 
attention, it all makes sense. We can see in those stories modern day fables. Take for example 
the childhood of the Israeli writer Aharon Appelfeld, who at the end of the war walked across 
half of Europe. It feels like you are listening to a fairy -tale about a boy, a deep dark forest and 
an old witch who is luring him inside her hut. The film starts with the main characters, Adriel 
and Kyona, leaving a village evoking Ukraine at the early phase of industrialisation. On their 
journey they travel through a world that shows the current day city life in its worst aspects. The 
film gradually grows away from real history and into a fantasy world which is not clearly defi-

ned, neither in geography, nor in time. What we follow on the screen is a mixture of references 
from various countries and states. The viewers can believe they are watching a round the world 
trip, which is also a trip in time.

The film warns us that even though the organisation of our human societies is evolving and 
improving, something deeply primitive stays within people themselves. Our anxieties, fears of 
being different can, in their extreme forms, draw out antisemitic or xenophobic moods. Last 
but not least we are telling the story of human destiny, in which both the main characters have 
to grow up while losing their original home and family.

„The Crossing“ is told through the memories of an old woman: after all those years Kyona na-
rrates what happened a long time ago when she was still a child. The commentary voice -over 
technique is especially suitable for an animated movie. It gives the film a unifying element, 
continuity, it bridges narrative ellipses. What’s more, it emphasises the magic and subjecti-
ve character of the painting without losing us in the plot. On the contrary, the commentary 
exactly defines the individual parts of the story – a bit like in the Arthur Penn film Little Big 
Man. While the story is narrated linearly, the painting allows the capture of the true character 
of our variously mixed and emotionally charged memories. The voice -over gives the narrative 
a strong emotinal frame.

Like with my earlier short films I chose the animation of painting and sand under the camera. 
For the needs of this feature length film we cooperated with a dozen experienced animators. 
Several others were taking part in creating layout or stacking the layers of the picture in the 
computer etcetera. Last but not least, music will have a defining role in this film. It will ease 
the viewers into the world of Kyona and Adriel. The music will add evocation of the past and 
interconnected emotional fantasies and memories.

Florence Miailhe
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